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Race Ahead
to Kubernetes
To say thanks for the incredible
work SysAdmins like you do
every day, we’ve curated this
selection of resources,
courses and hands-on labs.

Get Ready.

Explore the basics of containers and Kubernetes, and learn about their
role in cloud native apps and infrastructure.

Containers 101

Kubernetes 101

An introductory course
on containers and how
they work.

A course on container
orchestration and the
role Kubernetes play.

Start now

what’s possible with tomorrow’s technologies.

Get in touch
W
 ant to ask a question or learn more?

Go to www.vmware.com/cloud-solutions.html

Introduction
to Kubernetes

A video series on
everything from container
basics to Docker.

A guided video tour of
Kubernetes to help plan
your adoption.

Watch now

Watch now

Get Set.

Understand the impact of Kubernetes and containers on your
infrastructure and application environments.

Kubernetes
for the VI Admin

Kubernetes
on vSphere

Kubernetes
for Operators

Kubernetes Up
and Running

A course exploring the
evolution of your role as
a Kubernetes SysAdmin.

A book on building
and running containerized
apps on vSphere.

A guide for mapping
your journey to
containers and
Kubernetes.

A how-to guide for
deploying apps in
Kubernetes quickly
and efficiently.

Start now

Share with others
B
 y sharing these resources, you’ll help others realize

Start now

Introduction
to Containers

Read book

Read eBook

Read eBook

Let’s Go.

Time to roll up your sleeves. Familiarize yourself with Kubernetes,
Tanzu and vSphere in these VMware Hands-on Labs.

vSphere with Tanzu

VMware Tanzu
Kubernetes Grid

VMware Tanzu
Mission Control

Tanzu
Application Catalog

An introduction to
Kubernetes, Cluster-API
and Tanzu Kubernetes
Grid (TKG).

Support for platform
admins and developers,
plus a preview of VMware
Tanzu Service Mesh.

How to access containers
and Helm charts in a
private repository, and how
to build and deploy apps.

How to deliver self-service
access to infrastructure
and manage Kubernetes
workloads.

Start now

Start now

Start now

Start now

